What Our Customers Say
“ SkyRiver is focused on
cataloging and cataloging alone
so you get what you really need.”
- Melissa M. Powell,
Cataloging Trainer/AspenCat
Union Catalog

“ SkyRiver has allowed us to
streamline our workflows. We
realized that there were routines
that existed to accommodate
other vendors that were no longer
necessary. It definitely was time
for a change and the savings for
us were great as well.”

“ The records in SkyRiver are as

good as you get in OCLC and,
many times, even better. It is very
easy and intuitive. Life is far less
complicated these days.”

“I Found It”

SkyRiver Cataloging Utility

- Nancy Fleck,
Michigan State University Libraries

- Ruth Westfall,
Suffolk Cooperative
Library System
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“SkyRiver just worked from day one.”
Dawn Work-MaKinne,
Des Moines Public Library

SkyRiver: The Find-It-Fast
Cataloging Utility
We understand the work you do. Cataloging is a vital function
of the library system. Without richly descriptive catalog records,
users would be searching in the dark. Your work lights the way
ahead. SkyRiver makes that work easier.
SkyRiver is a full-service cataloging utility that offers unlimited, one-click
access to a growing database with more than 44 million unique, highquality MARC records from the Library of Congress and CONSER. It also
offers public domain metadata from SkyRiver customer libraries and
hundreds of other contributing libraries.
Both academic and public librarians report finding 98% of the records
they need when using SkyRiver.

SkyRiver’s features let you
work better, save time, and
save money:
• Sophisticated matching algorithms minimize
duplication and omit substandard records,
while a powerful discovery layer quickly locates
the high-quality records you need.
• Cooperative cataloging gives you freedom to
use exported records in any way you like.
• The most cost-effective pricing model in the
industry offers you annual subscriptions at a
flat rate for truly unlimited use.
• The easy-to-use interface can be customized
to serve your individual preferences and
workflow.
• SkyRiver offers full RDA support by
accommodating all levels of RDA adoption,
including hybrid AACR2/RDA.
• SkyRiver works with any library system (ILS).
• 24/7 customer service is available whenever
you need it.

Designed for librarians by library experts,
SkyRiver’s ease of use and robust search
functionality make it the cataloging utility of choice
for libraries of all kinds. If you already use our
Sierra Services Platform, you’ll enjoy SkyRiver’s
seamless integration with Sierra, which simplifies
workflows and increases efficiency.
SkyRiver is certified as a NACO Exchange Partner
and a BIBCO utility in the Library of Congress
Program for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC) and is
an active participant in PCC policy discussions.

SkyRiver Cataloging Services
SkySearch enables easy record requesting with
responses within 48 hours.
SkySearch Plus provides optional ongoing search
for difficult-to-locate records so you don’t have to
make repeat requests.
SkyWatch offers optional CIP record-upgrade
notification.
SkyMatch allows for vendor processing of shelfready material and creates a streamlined workflow
for libraries, from ordering to receiving to cataloging.

